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Abstract Introduction

 

Purpose.

 

Currently, little or no psychophysical data exist on
the decline in retinal ganglion cell density, with age or on the
nature of any selective age-related loss of one cell type over
another. The authors wished to determine the nature of any
decline in ganglion cell density with age using measurements
of peripheral grating resolution, which is directly related to
ganglion cell sampling density.

 

Methods.

 

We measured grating resolution at 4 different retinal
locations in a group of 97 normal subjects ranging in age from
eight to eighty-one years. Stimuli were either stationary or
employed counterphase flicker at 30 Hz in order to selectively
stimulate a greater proportion of either P or M ganglion cells.

 

Results.

 

Mean resolution was significantly higher for station-
ary gratings than flickering gratings. Loss of peripheral resolu-
tion was approximately 5%/decade for stationary gratings and
6%/decade for flickering gratings. The ratio of resolution for
flickering/non-flickering stimuli showed a small but insignifi-
cant decline with age.

 

Conclusions.

 

There is a general decline in peripheral resolution
with age, indicating a corresponding loss of retinal ganglion-
cell density. This age-related loss does not appear to be very
selective in terms of cells that are sensitive to either stationary
or flickering gratings. These results increase the diagnostic
power of clinical tests that employ measures of peripheral reso-
lution in subjects of different ages to detect diseases which
cause loss of ganglion cells. Curr. Eye Res. 16: 1209–1214,
1997.
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Previous studies have shown that foveal visual acuity declines
with increasing age (1–3 for reviews), and this loss of acuity
has been attributed, at least in part, to neural as well as optical
factors (3, 4). However, the extent of acuity loss attributable to
neural factors alone is not clear (5), and it remains difficult
to separate neural and optical losses of acuity in central vision.

Foveal resolution, under normal conditions, is limited by the
optics of the eye, in that spatial frequencies higher than the res-
olution limit of the retina do not pass (6). As a consequence, it
is possible that a significant loss of retinal sampling density
could occur in the fovea before visual acuity is measurably
affected. In peripheral vision, however, resolution for high con-
trast gratings is limited by the density of the underlying sam-
pling array, in particular the density of the coarsest sequence in
that array, the ganglion cells (7–13). Evidence for the sam-
pling-limited nature of peripheral resolution comes from the
observations of aliasing that can be demonstrated in peripheral
vision when a subject can detect contrast in a grating stimulus
but can not correctly identify target orientation or drift direc-
tion (7, 9, 14–16). From Shannon’s sampling theorem (17),
assuming a square array, the minimum angle of resolution
(MAR) is equal to the spacing of the retinal ganglion cells (8).
This means that measurements of peripheral resolution for sta-
tionary gratings may be used to obtain estimates of localised
ganglion cell density. Comparison of psychophysical measure-
ments of peripheral resolution, with predicted resolution per-
formance based on anatomical counts of ganglion cell density,
have yielded good qualitative and quantitative agreement (8,
12, 13, 18–20), indicating the value of peripheral resolution
measurements in estimating localised ganglion cell density.

Previous anatomical studies have indicated a general decline
in ganglion cell density with age (21–27) and also a large vari-
ation in the absolute number of ganglion cells between subjects
of similar age. The anatomical study of Curcio and Allen (28)
not only indicated a significant variation in the total number of
ganglion cells between individuals, but also in the numbers
of ganglion cells at different retinal locations in the same indi-
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vidual. Measurements of peripheral grating resolution should
not only demonstrate a corresponding decrease with age, but
also indicate localised retinal variations in performance.

Furthermore, different types of ganglion cells respond dif-
ferently to different types of visual stimuli. Resolution for
high-contrast stationary gratings is mediated by the ganglion cells
that project to the parvocellular layers of the lateral geniculate
nucleus (P cells), which are more sensitive to stationary stimuli
(29, 30) and are decreasingly involved in the resolution task when
temporal frequency exceeds 10 Hz (12, 31). Vision for stimuli that
phase-reverse at high temporal frequency relies on the magnocel-
lular system (M cells), which is more sensitive to higher temporal
frequencies (29, 32–35). Some debate exists as to whether or not
there is a selective loss of function of one cell type over the other
with age (see Spear [5] for review). A high contrast grating which
counterphases at 30 Hz still yields sampling-limited resolution
performance in peripheral vision (12) and can, therefore, be used
to measure the resolution, and hence density, of a group of gan-
glion cells that contains a higher proportion of M cells.

The sampling-limited nature of peripheral resolution has
important clinical implications, in that measurements of peri-
pheral resolution could be used for the detection of eye condi-
tions that cause death or dysfunction of retinal ganglion cells,
e.g. glaucoma. Resolution measurements using gratings which
phase-reverse at high temporal frequency may be particularly use-
ful, since it has been advocated that M cells are damaged earliest
in glaucoma (21). Anderson and O’Brien (36) measured periph-
eral resolution at twelve retinal locations in age-matched groups
of normals, ocular hypertensives and glaucoma patients, using
gratings that were either stationary or phase-reversed at 30 Hz.
They found that mean resolution was significantly lower in glau-
coma patients than ocular hypertensives and in ocular hyperten-
sives than normals, for both stationary and flickering gratings.
Interestingly, they also noted that the ratio of resolution with/with-
out flicker was also significantly lower in glaucoma patients than
ocular hypertensives and in ocular hypertensives than normals,
providing psychophysical evidence for a selective loss of flicker-
sensitive cells (M cells) in glaucoma. Determining the presence or
absence of any selective loss with increasing age would improve
the clinical utility of such a test, when measuring peripheral reso-
lution in glaucoma-suspect patients of different ages.

For the above reasons, we wanted to measure peripheral res-
olution at different retinal locations in a large group of normal
subjects of different ages. This would yield data on the
expected normal resolution values at different retinal locations
for subjects of different ages, and would determine whether or
not there is any decline in retinal ganglion-cell density with
increasing age. In addition, by using gratings that are either
stationary or phase-reverse at 30 Hz, we should be able to
determine if there is a selective loss of P or M cells with age.

 

Materials and methods

 

Apparatus

 

We constructed a resolution perimeter similar to that of Ander-
son 

 

et al.

 

 (36), which this time measured grating resolution at

four locations in the visual field, for both stationary (0 Hz) and
phase-reversing (30 Hz) gratings. The stimuli were circular
patches of high contrast (90%) sinusoidal grating with the
same mean luminance as the surround (70 cd/m
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), and were
generated on a 17 inch high-resolution computer monitor
(Eizo), using a visual stimulus generator VSG2/3 (Cambridge
Research Systems). Stimuli included grating patches of 4.5
degrees diameter at 20 degrees eccentricity in each of the four
major oblique meridians. The fixation point was a 1-degree red
cross in the centre of the screen.

 

Subjects

 

The procedure was conducted on ninety-seven volunteer sub-
jects ranging in age from eight to eighty-one years, drawn from
the ophthalmic practice of one of the authors (DRM). All sub-
jects underwent ocular examination prior to the experiment.
All eyes included in the study had visual acuity of 6/6 or better,
with no observable lens opacity, intraocular pressure below 21
mm Hg, normal-appearing optic discs with vertical cup/disc ra-
tio below 0.4, and no visual field defect as measured by multi-
ple stimulus supra-threshold perimetry. In addition, we ex-
cluded diabetic patients and any patient with a history of ocular
disease or surgery.

 

Psychophysical methods

 

Subjects sat with their chin on a chin rest at 0.33 m from the
screen while viewing the fixation cross. Only the left eyes of
all subjects were tested. Subjects were optically corrected for
the distance of the screen using full aperture reading specta-
cles, and the eye not in use was patched. Room lights were on
and undilated pupils were employed throughout. Pupil size
ranged from 3–8 mm between subjects, under the conditions
of the experiment. Stimuli were presented randomly, in terms
of location, orientation and temporal frequency, at each of the 4
locations, using a two-alternative, forced choice (2AFC) psy-
chophysical procedure where the observer had to indicate
whether the orientation of the grating was horizontal or vertical
by pressing one of two buttons. Gratings oriented horizontally
and vertically on the computer screen are oriented obliquely
with respect to the fovea, when placed in one of the four major
oblique meridians. Unlike gratings oriented radially or tangen-
tially with respect to the fovea, such stimuli will yield equal
resolution performance (18, 37), and so remove a potential cue
to deciding orientation. Stimulus duration was 0.5 s and the sub-
ject had five s to respond; otherwise the test went to the next
stimulus and repeated the previous stimulus at the end of the
set of 4 presentations. Pressing one of the two response buttons
triggered the next stimulus. All 8 stimuli were presented 24
times. Randomly interleaving the stationary presentations with
the phase-reversing presentations removed any learning effects
that would have resulted, if they had been run in separate ses-
sions. Three correct responses for a particular stimulus caused
a 10% increase in spatial frequency, and one incorrect response
caused a 10% decrease in spatial frequency. This gave, on aver-
age, 4 reversals for each stimulus. Resolution threshold for
each stimulus was calculated as the mean of the reversal val-
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ues. The mean resolution for all 4 locations, for both station-
ary and phase-reversing gratings, was then calculated for each
subject.

Subjects were given a short practice period, lasting about 3
min, to familiarize themselves with the procedure. Each test
lasted an average of 4–5 min.

 

Results

 

Figure 1 shows the resolution values at each visual field loca-
tion, averaged across all subjects, for the stationary stimuli (val-
ues to left of each stimulus) and the phase-reversing stimuli
(values to right of each stimulus). The ratio of resolution with/
without 30 Hz phase reversal was determined at each visual
field location in each subject, and the mean ratio across sub-
jects at each visual field location is represented by the value
below each stimulus.

For the stationary stimuli, resolution was higher in the inferior-
temporal field (5.33 

 

±

 

 0.17 cycles/degree) than at any of the
other three locations. It can also be seen that resolution was
significantly higher in the temporal field than the nasal field as
a whole (5.175 

 

±

 

 0.13 c/deg [mean of two left points] cf. 4.98 

 

±

 

0.12 c/deg [mean of two right points] (p < 0.05, Student’s t-
test]). Resolution was also significantly higher in the inferior
field than the superior field as a whole (5.22 

 

±

 

 0.13 c/deg
[mean of two lower points] cf. 4.93 

 

±

 

 0.13 c/deg [mean of two
upper points; p < 0.05]).

The average resolution values for the 30 Hz phase-reversing
stimuli in Figure 1 (to right of each stimulus) indicate that, as
with stationary gratings, resolution was higher in the inferior-
temporal field (3.87 

 

±

 

 0.15 cycles/degree) than at other loca-
tions. Resolution was again significantly higher in the temporal
field than the nasal field as a whole (3.63 

 

±

 

 0.12 c/deg [mean of

two left points] cf. 3.26 

 

±

 

 0.10 c/deg [mean of two right points;
p < 0.05]). Resolution was also significantly higher in the infe-
rior field than the superior field as a whole (3.58 

 

±

 

 0.11 c/deg
[mean of two lower points] cf. 3.32 

 

±

 

 0.12 c/deg [mean of two
upper points; p < 0.05]).

The ratio values of resolution with/without 30 Hz phase
reversal (below each stimulus), interestingly, indicate that the
ratio was again higher in the inferior-temporal field (0.82 

 

±

 

0.03) than at the other three locations. No significant differ-
ences in the ratios were observed between superior and inferior
fields or temporal and nasal fields.

Figure 2a is a plot of the mean resolution across all four
locations for each subject, plotted against age for the stationary
stimuli. The data display a negative correlation with age (r =
0.53), which is significantly different from zero at the 5% level.
Resolution falls from 5.95 cycles/degree at ten years old to
3.98 cycles/degree at eighty years old, representing a decrease
of 5%/decade.

Figure 2b is a plot of the mean resolution data versus age for
the 30 Hz phase-reversing stimuli. Resolution was, on average,
40% lower for phase-reversing gratings than for stationary
gratings. The data again display a negative correlation with age
(r = 0.57), which again is significantly different from zero at
the 5% level. Resolution falls from 4.24 cycles/degree at ten
years old to 2.35 cycles/degree at eighty years old, representing
a fall-off of 6%/decade.

The ratio of resolution with/without 30 Hz phase reversal
was determined at each visual field location, and the mean of
the four values were calculated for each subject. This value is
plotted against age for each subject in Figure 2c. The mean
ratio was 0.71 

 

±

 

 0.05 and the performance ratio showed only a
weak correlation with age (r = 0.08).

 

Discussion

 

The direct relationship between grating acuity and retinal-
ganglion-cell density in the peripheral retina means any decline
in ganglion-cell-sampling density with age should give rise to a
corresponding decline in peripheral grating-resolution acuity.
Such a decline is in evidence here. However, it could be postu-
lated that other factors could contribute to a decline in periph-
eral acuity with age.

Lenticular and/or general retinal-sensitivity changes can be
expected to cause an overall vertical decline in the contrast-
sensitivity function and hence, foveal resolution acuity. How-
ever, peripheral acuity is a different situation. Thibos 

 

et al.

 

(11), examining peripheral acuity, found that while detection
acuity declined steadily as contrast decreased, there was no
change in resolution performance until contrast was reduced to
10 percent. Below this contrast level, resolution was no longer
sampling-limited, but became contrast-limited, as in the fovea.
Resolution acuity is apparently unaffected by changes in con-
trast, as long as contrast remains above a certain minimum for
sampling limited performance. Subjects in this study were cho-
sen to have minimal lens opacity and good central acuity, so
that grating stimuli would remain clearly above detection
threshold throughout the test, even for the older subjects.

Figure 1. Mean resolution (cycles/degree) across subjects for each
of the four visual field locations for: stationary gratings (to left of
each stimulus), gratings phase-reversing at 30 Hz (to right of each
stimulus), and the ratio of resolution with/without phase reversal
(below each stimulus).
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Therefore, it is unlikely that resolution performance was
affected by age-related lenticular changes or variations in pupil
size or retinal-contrast sensitivity.

It should also be noted that we used undilated pupils through-
out this study. Pupil size varies with age (38), leading to
decreased retinal illuminance and possibly reduced acuity.
However, previous studies of foveal-contrast sensitivity have
shown no significant reduction in performance with decreasing
pupil size (39, 40), especially over the range of retinal illumi-
nances, in this study. In addition, Elliott 

 

et al.

 

 (41) found that
induced pupil miosis, even in combination with increased light
absorption, caused no significant decline in foveal-contrast
sensitivity. We would expect pupil-size variations and minor len-
ticular changes to have an even smaller effect in the periphery.

The foregoing measurements of resolution also show good
qualitative agreement with the anatomical study of Curcio and
Allen (28), which indicated that ganglion cell density was dif-
ferent in different meridians. Density was generally higher in
the superior retina (inferior field) than the inferior retina (supe-
rior field) and in the nasal retina (temporal field) than the tem-
poral retina (nasal field). This should mean that resolution is
correspondingly better in the inferior field than the superior

field and in the temporal field than the nasal field. The resolu-
tion values for stationary stimuli in Figure 1 confirm this pre-
diction, with resolution performance being highest in the inferior-
temporal field. Assuming that resolution performance for high
contrast, stationary stimuli in Figure 1 is mediated by the par-
vocellular ganglion cells that represent about 80% of the total
number of retinal ganglion cells (42, 43), we converted the
anatomical counts of ganglion cell density of Curcio and Allen
(28) to a first approximation, psychophysical resolution perfor-
mance. This gave us a predicted mean resolution performance
at 20 degrees eccentricity of 5.5 cycles/degree, which is very
close to the mean psychophysical performance of 5.1 cycles/
degree. (We assumed a square array as Thibos (8), MAR = 1/
density; a noisy hexagonal array might be a more realistic
assumption and may yield slightly higher resolution predic-
tions (44)).

The rate of loss of cells here is also in agreement with previ-
ous histological measures of age-related ganglion-cell loss,
which report cell loss at a rate of between 3 and 6%/decade
(22, 24, 25).

The resolution values in Figure 1 for the 30 Hz phase-reversing
stimuli represent performance, mediated by a population of

Figure 2. Mean resolution for each subject plotted against age. (a)
Stationary gratings, (b) Gratings phase-reversing at 30 Hz, and (c)
Ratio of resolution with/without phase reversal.
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ganglion cells comprising a higher number of M ganglion
cells, which are more sensitive to high temporal frequencies
than P ganglion cells (29). Resolution in this case is signifi-
cantly lower at all locations than for the stationary stimuli:
26% lower on average. However, performance again is higher
in the inferior field than the superior field and in the temporal
field than the nasal field, indicating that the distribution of cells
sensitive to high temporal frequency gratings is qualitatively
similar to that of cells sensitive to stationary gratings.

The decline in peripheral resolution with age, for stationary
stimuli (Fig. 2a), indicates a general decline in responding
ganglion-cell sampling density, in particular, the parvocellular
ganglion cells, which are sensitive to this type of stimulus. The
decline in peripheral resolution with age for 30 Hz phase-
reversing gratings (Fig. 2b) indicates that the ganglion cell
population which responds to this high temporal frequency
stimulus, comprising a high proportion of M cells, also
declines with age. This information is of direct clinical rele-
vance, in that it helps to establish age-related normal values for
any test that seeks to measure ganglion cell loss in diseased
eyes although, as with previous anatomical studies, there
appears to be a large inter-individual variation in cell number,
even in subjects of similar age.

The study of Anderson and O’Brien (36) found that the ratio
of resolution with/without 30 Hz flicker was significantly
lower in glaucoma patients than ocular hypertensives and in
ocular hypertensives than normals, indicating a selective loss
of cells sensitive to the flickering stimulus. The resolution
ratios for flickering/stationary gratings in the present study
indicate no significant loss of one cell population over the
other, due to age alone. This is in agreement with previous ana-
tomical studies, which found no selective loss of differently
sized optic nerve fibres with age (23, 24). This result is clini-
cally useful, in that it indicates that any selective loss of flicker-
sensitive cells in glaucoma patients, as found by Anderson and
O’Brien, is likely to be pathological rather than age-related.

This knowledge will increase the diagnostic power of clini-
cal psychophysical tests, which use measures of peripheral res-
olution to detect diseases of the eye that cause selective death
or dysfunction of retinal ganglion cells.
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